STUDENT REPRESENTATIVE COMMITTEE – MEETING SNAPSHOT

Here’s a brief overview of the key decisions made and matters discussed by the Student Representative Committee (SRC) on 11 April 2019.

Overview

The full minutes of this meeting will also be on the website once they are ratified at the next meeting of the SRC (this will be held on 13 May 2019). The minutes are the formal record of the decisions made by the SRC, but the outline below gives you an overview of the important issues dealt with at the latest meeting.

Decisions made by the SRC

The SRC made the following decisions:

- **TEDx**: The SRC allocated $10,000 from the ex-MUPRA fund pool for the creation of a Postgraduate networking social event to be held on 21 September 2019;

- **SRC Contribution for MQ Indigenous Nationals Team**: The SRC funded up to $4,000 toward the 2019 Indigenous Nationals team for their upcoming competition in WA;

- **SRC Financial Contribution to Re:Conception 2019**: The SRC contributed $50,000 to the 2019 Re:Conception budget and SRC members make an effort to involve themselves in the planning of Re:Conception;

- **Sleeping Pods**: The SRC funded up to $45,000 to purchase five “Gosleep pods”;

- **Funding Applications**: The SRC approved the following grant applications:
  - University Network for Investing and Trading (UNIT) - $2,000 for UNIT’s flagship; and
  - Women’s Collective - $14,350 for NOWSA conference.

Other Matters

SRC also noted:

- presentation from the Council of International Students Australia (CISA);
- report from the University Council;
- report from the Student Experience Committee;
- updates on the student elections;
- the April 2019 Expenditure Report from the Treasurer; and
- changes to SRC membership.